
CASE STUDY BHARTI AIRTEL BUSINESS ESSAY

Bharti airtel, formerly known as bharthi tele-ventures limited (B Tvl). India's largest and world's second largest cellular
service provider with more than 90 million.

First off, the company had to ask whether it be more costly to keep internal practices or outsourcing practices?
Send Removal Request Get in Touch With us Get in touch with our dedicated team to discuss about your
requirements in detail. Poor economic conditions in African countries Bharti Airtel can do its operations in
African countries with such economic conditions by introducing low price scheme and increasing subscriber
base. It also offers fixed line services and broadband services. Part of this reduction can be attributed to low
price life time recharge promotion sheme that Bharti Airtel introduced in  Opportunity for expanding of
Airtel's telecommunications operations further Africa the opportunity for restructuring of Bharti Airtel's
business operations Threats Falling of Airtel's stock price by 9. Similarly, we decided that we would expand
production of our principal output, minutes, keeping margins per minute more or less constant. Thus, Bharati
Airtel should arrange hedging contracts with parties so as to reduce such risks. Accordingly this provides a
direction, discovery and destiny for Bharti Airtel's operations. Like many Indian enterprises, Bharti contained
elements of a family business. So we equated ourselves with manufacturing. Mission Statement of Bharti
Airtel Ltd "We will meet global standards for telecom services that delight customers through customer
service focus, empowered employees, innovative services and cost efficiency" Accordingly we can see that
mission statement of Bharti Airtel consists of following 3 essential components: Key market : Global telecom
market Contribution: Telecom services Distinction : customer service focus, innovative services and cost
efficiency Strategic intent of Bharti Airtel Bharti Airtel's dtrategic intent express that it tries to give a telecom
service that admired globally to its customer in a manner that they will be delightful. Francophone and
Anglophone regions had not increased demand to the extent that they had expected; and it was unclear
whether lowering prices would drive mobile usage in the hinterland of the continent. That is organization
structure and culture of Bharti Airtel may have to be changed due to its new strategies being developed. High
tariffs, they felt, discouraged users from talking too much, which in turn, minimized the need for network
infrastructure, thereby reducing capital expenditure, and improving return on investment. The acquisition of
Zain Africa have brought benifits to Airtel such as New market power over 17 African countries while having
42 million subscribers to its subscriber base. Bharti won the bid and became the first private provider in Delhi.
Michael Sandel: In the case of Sandel, the most appropriate framework withinâ€¦. Suppliers Supplies of
telecommunication related equipments and Material know the financial positions and operations of Airtel so as
to convince that they can continue the relation with Bharti Airtel. Therefore we can see that there is a huge
competition in the telephony services industry in Asia and Africa. My gut feel is that we can make this work.
In other words, outsourcing is an organization's contractual relationship with a specialized outside service
provider for work traditionally done internally by that organization. Therefore, Bharti Airtel must develop and
apply appropriate strategies in African countries in order to have sustainability growth. Introduction Bharti
Airtel Limited is a major Indian telecommunications firm, with a particular focus on operating in the mobile
services market. There may be some complexities when cultural changes which occur as result of this
acquisition are going to be managed. But operations in such countries has been challenge for Airtel due to
political instability, poor economic conditions and higher cost on base station. Hence, they cannot do its
operations in Africa with its previous organizational structures and cultures when they do business in Africa.
But this may take away the opportunities of having foreign currency gains. Since Zain's African market had
been struggling, there is a possibility not to deliver values to its shareholders. Thus, it should try to raise fund
through retained earnings, ordinary shares while making net profits in future. With this, companies do not
need to invest in employee training as it is the outsourcing expertise better quality at a lower cost. Outsourcing
has become an increasingly favourable way of executing business operations due to advancing technology and
reductions in transportation costs. Stakeholders of Bharti Airtel can be identified as follows. There is not a
perfect market for telecom related equipments and materials such as fibre optic cables, broadband switching
equipment and software etc in the globe. Nowadays the majority of firms tend to employ a mixture of both
business models as it has become strategically advantageous to conduct some activities in-house and other
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activities externally However, it also helps reduce cost of operational cost. In order to focus on acquiring
customers, the company had made the bold decision to outsource large portions of its operations. Nevertheless
Bharti Airtel has been developing and implementing many strategies to cope up such threats by expanding its
internet services and introducing new products like IPTV, DTH services for its sustainable growth. In many
cases the alternative is finding someone to do it for you at lower costs Some possible problems for Bharti
included vendor bankruptcy or inability of the vendors to deliver, or even a contract breach from the vendors.
It is consequentialists because Marquis argues that what makes abortion wrong is stripping the victim of its
future, because it has a future like ours Marquis  As a result, stock market s around the world fell down and
large financial institutions collapsed. Government bodies Government bodies in each geographical area such
as India, Sri Lanka and African countries have major impact on Bharti Airtel since they may change laws and
regulations regarding telecommunication industry. Due to latest emerging technology trends, companies are
looking for speedier, more efficient and agile delivery of services that enables business transformation. Doing
they can increase its market while supporting the nation building process in India.


